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"Why make mathematical models of things that we don't understand. And when we understand 
them, why will we need the models'?" . . . 
From the pink sheets of an NIH review' panel. 
I. OPENING REMARKS 
The writing of this introduction coincides with both Mathematical Awareness Week and 
National Science Week. It is fitting that this coincidence occur, as one of the primary 
goals of this new series is the generation of an awareness of the powerful potential role 
of and for mathematics and computers in medical research, and the provision of an en- 
vironment conducive to the publication of interdisciplinary work in this area. 
2. MATHEMATICS IN MEDICINE 
The increasing interest in mathematical pplications in the life sciences and medicine 
is best seen in the increasing number of books, both research as well as text books, in 
the field. Cullen[1] introduces the reader to mathematics for the biosciences. His index 
to applications contains four major areas: physiology and medicine, ecology and population 
biology, fisheries and oceanography, and genetics. Each area has approximately 30-50 
example applications. Jones and Sleeman[2] discuss differential equations and mathe- 
matical biology, with particular applications to heart physiology, nerve impulse trans- 
mission, epidemics, and tumor growth, lngram and Bloch[3, 4]. and Bellman[5] also dis- 
cuss mathematical tools and methods and their applications in medicine. 
From the area of mathematical methodology, we move to the area of modeling meth- 
odology. Olinick[6] discusses mathematical modeling in the social and life sciences. Of 
particular interest is his chapter on the computer simulation of operating and recovery 
room usage. Roach[7] contains a series of presentations, by various authors, on the ap- 
plications of mathematics to medicine and to issues in biomechanics. The articles range 
from blood modeling, to oxygen transport, to nerve modeling. Vansteenkiste and Young[8] 
represents the proceedings of a conference that is thematically dedicated to modeling and 
to data analysis in biotechnology and medical engineering. The articles, in this proceed- 
ings, range from modeling/simulation technology to more philosophical issues in model 
formulation. Also of interest, particularly for its variety of topics, is the conference pro- 
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ceedings, on mathematics and biology and medicine, edited by Capasso et a/.[9].'Finally: 
Berger[10] discusses modeling in epidemiology, cell dynamics, and pharmacokinetics. 
In a more general vein. a series of modeling texts--discussing the principles/art/con- 
cepts of mathematical modeling--has recently appeared. Among these are Dym and 
Ivy[11], Cross and Moscardini[12], and Meyer[13]. These texts are keyed to the sopho- 
more student who, in some cases, has a minimal mathematics background. 
As the interest in mathematical/computer modeling rows, more specialty medical mod- 
eling texts are beginning to appear. Marchuk[14] discusses mathematical models in im- 
munology, addressing such topics as the modeling of antiviral immune response, hemo- 
poiesis and the immune response mechanism, and mathematical data processing in clinical 
treatment. Holmes and Rubenfeld[15] discuss the mathematical modeling of the hearing 
process. A variety of cochlear and semicircular canal models are presented in this ref- 
erence. Notari, DeYoung, and Anderson[16] discuss basic models in pharmaceutics and 
pharmacokinetics. These issues are more exhaustively and extensively discussed and 
upgraded in Jacquez[17] and Godfrey[18]. Jacquez addresses uch topics as the analytic 
theory of linear and nonlinear compartments, tracer kinetics, flow problems, control the- 
ory and compartmental systems, parameter estimation, and applications of compartmental 
theory. Similar topics are discussed in Godfrey[18]. In a mathematically sophisticated text, 
Thorn[19] discusses possible mathematical models of morphogenesis. 
At a cellular level, Segel[20.21] discusses mathematical models in molecular and cel- 
lular biology. Among the variety of topics, presented by Segel are modeling cell population 
dynamics and strategies for metabolism of storage materials, enzyme kinetics, modeling 
the chemostat, diffusion and pattern formation, and biochemical reaction modeling. Ro- 
tenberg[22], the proceedings of a conference on biomathematics and cell kinetics, dis- 
cusses modeling in such areas as pharmacokinetics, hematopoiesis, cell cycle analysis, 
and modeling of the cell cycle. Eisen[23] and Swan[24] discuss the application of modeling 
in cell biology to problems in cancer chemotherapy and radiotherapy. Eisen[23] discusses 
a variety of cell biology models related to such areas as cell growth and cell kinetics. 
autoradiography, flow microfluorometry, mathematical chemotherapy, and mathematical 
models of leukopoiesis and leukemia. Swan[24] presents numerous models related to the 
variety of issues arising in human cancer radiotherapy. He addresses uch topics as re- 
constructive tomography, beam radiation therapy, optimal control problems, solid tumor 
radiotherapy, and models of cell survival. Savageau[25] examines a variety of problems 
arising in the general area of biochemical systems analysis. His book, divided into three 
parts, examines how to characterize molecular mechanisms, the issues of linear and non- 
linear models, and biochemical and genetic applications. I am sure that I have not ex- 
hausted the list of medical modeling texts, and I apologize to any and to all authors who 
were not cited. 
3. COMPUTERS IN MEDICINE 
Whether you read the traditional medical journals or the microcomputer literature, the 
growing presence of computers in medicine is more than evident. Computers are rapidly 
being incorporated into medical laboratories for the purposes of highspeed ata acqui- 
sition, data management, and data analysis. More and more, computers are incorporated 
as the intelligent brains of all levels of laboratory equipment; equipment often used in 
medical research and medical support. 
Computers have infiltrated into hospitals and into the private practitioner's office for 
the purposes of patient record management, patient billing and accounting, scheduling, 
word processing, and planning. The computer terminal is rapidly becoming as common- 
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place as the bedpan or the wheelchair. However, computers are making important head- 
way in a variety of other medical areas as well. 
As teaching devices, computers may be utilized in a number of operational modes. 
They may be utilized as simple PLATO-like teaching devices, allowing the student o 
perform self-paced learning exercises. The computer may be utilized, when coupled to 
video disks, or other high quality graphics media--to provide computer generated is- 
section illustrations for the purposes of teaching anatomy[26-28], forexample. Other areas 
of medical education include the use of micro/mini/mainframe computers for the purposes 
of medical simulations/clinical simulations. These simulations allow the student to test the 
effects of various drugs, of changing various physiological variables, of utilizing various 
therapeutic regimens on a hypothetical patient. As these programs become more sophis- 
ticated, the capabilities of such programs expand to allow for a closer approximation to
physiological reality. This first issue of the Advances in Mathematics And Computers In 
Medicine contains a number of physiological simulation programs. Some of these are 
currently being used as teaching tools at various medical universities. 
One of the more practical and provocative applications of computers to medical re- 
search/clinical research is the application of artificial intelligence methods to the design 
and construction of computer-based medical consultation/diagnostic programs: among 
these are INTERN. MYCIN, PULMON. and SYN-PEDS. Not only do these programs 
make use of A.I. languages uch as LISP, INTERLISP, PROLOG, or SMALLTALK, 
but they also make use of some sophisticated mathematics for the purposes of clinical 
decision making. The mathematical tools are drawn from such areas as logic, fuzzy set 
theory, probability theory and statistics. For an excellent summary of MYCIN and its 
inner workings, see Shortliffe[29]. The application of artificial intelligence to the discipline 
of psychiatry isdiscussed by Hand[30]. Finally, Cohen[31] provides an excellent overview 
of a variety of recent applications of artificial intelligence methods to medical problems. 
Perhaps the greatest illustration of the interplay of mathematics and computers i the 
advent of computerized medical imaging systems. Such imaging systems range from mi- 
croscopy systems that enhance microscopic images, track boundaries of cells and chro- 
mosomes, systems that can be utilized to count various cell types as well as the cell cycle 
states that a cell type is in. that identify moving boundaries inecho and electrocardiograms. 
that scan the body (computerized tomography), and that can be used to simulate a surgical 
procedure before it is actually performed on a patient. 
In cardiology, computers are used for the purposes of medical decision making and 
physiology reasoning. They are used in ECG processing, the analysis of left ventricular 
wall motion, waveform recognition, modeling of cardiac conduction, arrhythmia moni- 
toring systems, nuclear cardiology, and echocardiographic analysts. For details see Refs. 
[31-37]. 
Computers and computer graphics have also had a great impact on the field of phar- 
macokinetics and molecular design. For the first time, we are now able to visualize biology 
and medicine at the molecular level and this ability to visualize allows us to design new 
forms of medicine and to test the kinetics of that medicine in the computer. It allows us 
to examine the dynamics of molecular binding, to study how various drugs interact, at a 
molecular level, with the various structures and functions of the cell. An excellent illus- 
tration of the variety of computer graphics capabilities, as they pertain to medicine, may 
be found in Jankel and Morton[37]. More sophisticated discussions of molecular design 
may be found in McPherson et  al.[38]. Marx[39]. Pearlman et al.[40], Namba and 
Stubbs[41], and Karplus and McCammon[42]. Arthur Olson of the Research Institute of 
Scripps Clinic has a number of computer animated movies of various molecular processes, 
including such topics as antibody structure and virus wars[43]. 
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4. CONTENTS OF THIS ISSUE 
We begin this series with a wide selection of articles on the application of mathematics 
and computers to medical issues. The authors come from diverse backgrounds and from 
all of the world. I feel most privileged to be able to mount such a substantive presentation 
for the first issue of this series. I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the 
authors for their willingness to present heir respective work in this new series, and for 
their willingness to bear with all of the trials of starting up a new journal series. I would 
also like to thank the numerous individuals who bore the responsibility of refereeing these 
papers. 
A number of the contributing authors have also indicated that there is a supplementary 
computer diskette available. While we had originally intended that this series appear, 
beginning with this first volume, as a diskette book, it soon became apparent that it would 
be very difficult to define a computer standard. Hence, we have placed a dagger after 
those article titles which have a supporting diskette. You may contact he editor of this 
series for information concerning how you may obtain that particular diskette. In some 
cases, the authors ubmitted a computer listing of their program. Due to space limitations, 
we were unable to print all of those listings as part of the paper. A double dagger after 
the article title indicates the availability of a listing. We are attempting to decide as to 
whether or not a soft strip page, containing the program codes for submitted articles, 
would be of interest. Your comments on this issue would be most welcome. 
This opening issue is divided into a number of major topic areas: (1) modeling of ep- 
idemics, (2) neurophysiology, (3) cardiovascular modeling, (4) skeletal modeling. (5) visual 
modeling, (6) body fluids and kidneys. (7) pulmonary/respiratory modeling, (81 modeling 
of disease, (9) metabolic modeling, (10) compartmental modeling, (11) modeling of cellular 
dynamics, (12) mortality models, (13) general modeling studies that do not fall under any 
of the aforementioned areas, (14) book reviews, and (15) book summaries. These are not 
meant o be the only areas of interest o this journal series. Rather, they summarize the 
general areas of presentation i  this first volume of the series. 
We open the series with a major modeling paper addressing the issue of the modeling 
of AIDS in San Francisco, Los Angeles, and New York. This paper is followed by a 
review on the macromodeling and prediction of epidemic spread at the community level. 
Other papers in this section include the modeling of typhoid fever with age structure, 
Monte Carlo simulation of a common source epidemic, simple mathematical models for 
the control of epidemics, a model of antigenic drift, nonparametric dose response relations 
in epidemiology, a discrete time S- I -S epidemic model, an S- I -R disease model with 
delay, and an analysis of the Marchuk model. 
In the neurophysiology section, we have a review paper concerning the psychoneu- 
ropharmacology of habituation, as well as papers examining the modeling of the pathology 
of the pacemaker network, the modeling of the stimulus response process, and the mod- 
eling of neuromuscular diseases. The cardiovascular ticles cover the topics of real-time 
cardiovascular simulation, and the numerical analysis of cardiac disease processes. 
The series of papers on skeletal modeling cover such topics as a discrete vent simu- 
lation of the adult trabicular skeleton, the analysis of sequential measurements of bones, 
and age-related bone loss and fracture risk. in the visual modeling section, the subject 
areas are the modeling of age-related accommodative loss in the human eye, and a neural 
approach to concept representation. 
The section on body fluids contains a paper on a network analysis model of the human 
kidney. In the pulmonary/respiratory section, we have papers on the mixture of phases 
of elastic stability of the lungs, a structural model of the thorax and abdomen, a computer 
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aided analysis of regional ung air, and a clinically applicable method for assessing lung 
permeability. 
The papers on modeling of disease cover the modeling of multifactorial aspects of 
disease, continuous and discrete global models of disease, and chronic disease volution 
and human aging. In the metabolism section, there are papers on inhibitors and modifiers 
of individual enzymes, modeling and simulation on the nonlinear dose-plasma concen- 
tration response of phenylbutazone on periodic multiple oral dosing, and an electrical 
circuit model of glucose-insulin kinetics during intravenous glucose tolerance tests in 
dogs and in man. 
In compartmental modeling, we have two reviews: one on the identifiability of param- 
eters of models used in biomedicine, and one on connections between compartmental 
systems. Then follow articles on an example of diabetes compartment modeling, and the 
identification of a pharmacokinetic wo-compartment model as used in the application of 
salicylates administered to rabbits. 
In the section on cellular dynamics, again we have two review papers; one on the 
nature of the dynamic processes leading to blast cell dominance in chronic myelocytic 
leukemia, and one on the stability analysis of models of cell production systems. Then 
follow articles on a symbolic logic model of cellular adaptation, automatic analysis of flow 
cytometrically determined DNA distributions, and predictive models for the potentiation 
of cell killing by combined exposure to photon radiation and BCNU. 
The mortality modeling section addresses such issues as the effects of observed and 
unobserved diffusion processes in survival analysis of longitudinal data, regression models 
for cohort mortality studies, applications of the grade of membership technique to event 
history analysis, and a new approach to causal inference in mortality studies. 
The general modeling studies ection contains a variety of papers on diverse subjects. 
It opens with a review paper on computer models and automata theory in biology and 
medicine. This review is then followed by papers on ion selective lectrode modeling. 
simulation of the balance, imbalance, and control of antagonist-agonists, modeling of 
biological systems by microcomputer, analysis constant and delay determination f a ga~ 
analyzer, microcomputer translators for medical texts, and the microcomputer analysis 
of 02 and PO2 transport. 
The volume closes with a number of book reviews. This section will be expanded with 
book summaries in upcoming issues of this series. A book summary will be a short sum- 
mary, with no review commentary, about he book. Suggestions for books to be reviewed, 
referees to review books, and book summaries/reviews arealways welcome and should 
be addressed to the editor. 
5. CLOSING COMMENTS 
It is clear that mathematics and computers have taken root in many fields of medicine. 
The intertwined isciplines of mathematical modeling and computer simulation have 
grown to play an increasingly important role in the study of a variety of problems arising 
in the different disciplines of the medical research world. 
This special series was initiated in order to provide a forum for the presentation of
modeling/simulation results with direct medical application. These results may range from 
simple medical models to very mathematically sophisticated treatments of issues in med- 
ical statistics and epidemiology. We have attempted to promote the philosophy that each 
article in the series should contain a "lay reader" section/discussion so that the novice 
might glean something from each presentation. As is often the case. we have not been 
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entirely successful. However. it is hoped that as the series evolves, this practice will b+ 
more uniformly implemented. 
All manner and level of articles are welcomed by this series: from review to short 
communication. Guidelines and details may be found at the end of this issue. 
i would like to acknowledge, most gratefully', the support, both financially and envi- 
ronmentally, of the Department of Mathematics at the Illinois Institute of Technology. 
Without this support, this issue and this series would have never come to fruition. 
MArrHEW Wlr-rEN 
Editor 
University of Louisville 
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